Figure 5-397.135  
Split Median Barrier And Glare Screen Type F (Without Concrete Wearing Course)

Approved, and signed, April 22, 2004. Last date revised: April 17, 2013

Revised 04-17-2013
This standard was updated to convert reinforcing bar marks from metric to U.S. customary bar designations.

04-21-2004
Added the following information: RAIL MEETS TEST LEVEL 4 REQUIREMENTS OF NCHRP REPORT 350.

In SECTION B-B
• Top reinforcement shown
• Two rebar shown at top instead of one

Under GENERAL NOTES
• Changed CONCRETE BARRIER SHALL BE MIX NO. 3Y46. to CONCRETE BARRIER SHALL BE CONC. MIX 3Y46 OR 3Y46A.
• Added note © - ONLY ONE M1008E IS PLACED AT TOP WHEN DIMENSION IS 8” OR LESS.

Changed bar marks
• M1302E to M1602E
• M1303E to M1603E

Changed shape of M1604E.